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Convocation
The moral obligations of trolley car drivers
by John Huber
On Thursday, November 3, Judith 
Jarvis Thomson addressed the 
Lawrence community in a speech en­
titled “On Some Ways of Causing 
Death.” Thomson discussed some 
moral implications of utilitarianism 
and concluded that where “distribu­
tion” of human life is concerned, it is 
essential to “not merely weigh costs 
and benefits,” but to “examine how 
the costs are to be generated.”
Thomson is a well-known and 
widely-read philosopher who is a 
leading authority on the subjects of 
abortion and euthanasia. Educated 
at Barnard College, Cambridge 
University, and Columbia Universi­
ty, she is presently a professor in the 
department of philosophy and 
linguistics at the Massachusetts In­
stitute of Technology. Her address 
was the second convocation in the 
1983-84 Lawrence University Con­
vocation Series.
Thomson used a series of ex­
amples to illustrate when it is 
“morally permissible” to sacrifice 
one human life for the sake of saving 
the lives of more than one. The first 
example was that of a trolley car 
speeding down the tracks. The 
trolley’s driver has passed out and a 
passenger takes the controls. The 
passenger sees five workmen stuck 
on the track ahead. He must either 
hit and kill all five, or veer onto a 
side track where there is one trapped 
worker. Most people, Thomson said, 
contend it is “morally permissible” 
to veer and kill one workman for the 
sake of saving five.
One theory which argues for kill­
ing the solitary worker is 
u tilita r ian ism . U tilitarian ism
argues that the alternative which 
has the best consequences for all 
concerned should be chosen. Clearly, 
on utilitarian grounds it would be 
better to sacrifice one worker’s life 
than five. But Thomson gave a se­
cond example to show that 
utilitarianism cannot always guide 
our decisions.
The second example was that of a 
doctor who has five dying pa­
tients—each needing an organ 
transplant. Is it “morally permissi-
take the life of the healthy man 
under these circumstances. “A 
moral theory purports to bring 
together, mold, and unify firmly 
held moral intuitions,” Thomson 
said, “and what matters to us moral­
ly is not merely outcomes, but how 
we bring these outcomes about.”
In the first example Thomson con­
tends that the idea of “rights” is not 
at issue. But in the second example, 
if the doctor operates, he violates 
the man’s right to his own organs
ble,” Thomson asked, to sacrifice 
one healthy man’s life by taking his 
organs and giving them to the five 
sick people? After all, such an opera­
tion could save five lives at the cost 
of only one. But few people would 
claim it is “morally permissible” to
LUCC enters the race
by Amy Bell
The 1984 presidential election is a 
year away; primaries start in less 
than six months. While both these 
events seem almost light-years 
away, the Lawrence Candidate Coor­
dinating Committee is already mak­
ing preparations in hopes of bring­
ing national presidential candidates 
to Lawrence.
‘‘In the past, there were three 
groups working individually with no 
structure or plan,” said Bill Burr-
TheDean
ington, a member of L.C.C.C. “Dean 
Agness wanted a central, university- 
sponsored committee to handle can­
didates and develop a plan of action 
to be implemented in a short period 
of time.”
Richard Agness, Dean of Campus 
Life and adviser of L.C.C.C. believes 
L.C.C.C. has two main purposes. 
L.C.C.C. raises the likelihood of can­
didates appearing on the Lawrence 
campus, and provides an organizing 
body to avoid last-minute chaos.” 
The process of contacting  
presidential candidates has just 
begun. Last Friday, letters were
sent out to each of the presidential 
candidates. In December, a subse­
quent letter will give the candidates 
more specific facts about Lawrence. 
“We’re trying to get LU in the files 
of the candidates; if they decide to 
pull out their Wisconsin file, LU will 
be in that file,” said Agness.
Steve Kraft, senior, elaborated on 
the purpose of L.C.C.C.: ‘‘We are do­
ing the preparation for the can­
didate’s arrival on campus. We have 
the authority to set up speaking 
facilities for the candidates, as well 
as doing the majority of the leg work 
when the candidate arrives.” Steve 
also emphasized L.C.C.C. is “contac­
ting everyone, not just Democrats 
and Republicans.”
No one sees student apathy as a 
problem. L.C.C.C. member Sean Mc­
Collum, junior, feels that “this cam­
paign is dealing with important 
military and economic issues. As the 
campaign heats up, apathy will 
begin to fade.” Dean Agness agrees 
to some extent with Sean: “Apathy 
isn’t an issue at all, especially not 
for the community. There is genuine 
excitement and support from the 
students.”
“ Reaction has been very 
positive,” according to Kraft, 
‘‘there’s a lot of excitement that 
something like this exists so early in 
the campaign. We’re confident that 
there will soon be any number of 
presidential candidates coming to 
the Lawrence campus.”
and to his life. It is “precisely rights 
to which utilitarianism pays insuffi­
cient respect,” Thomson argued. To 
further clarify the confusing dif­
ference between the two examples, 
Thomson referred to Kant.
Kant contends it is wrong to 
“use” people for “purposes they do 
not share.” The doctor would be “us­
ing” the body of one man to save the 
lives of five others, but in the trolley 
example, the solitary worker isn’t 
actually being “used”—the five 
other workers would be saved 
whether he is stranded on the spur 
line or not.
But though Kant’s concept of “us­
ing” is helpful, Thomson claimed it 
does not fully explain when it is 
right to “redistribute” human life. 
She introduced a third example to 
elucidate the “crucial something 
else” missing from Kant. In this 
third and final example there is a 
man with a fatal disease. A medical 
dispensary has jus t enough 
medicine left to cure him; he is given 
the medicine. But before he ingests 
the medicine, five people show up 
with the same rare disease—all five 
could be cured by the medicine given 
the first man. Is it morally permissi­
ble, Thomson asked, to take the 
medicine from the first man and give 
it to the other five sick people? Most 
people would argue it is wrong to do 
so, despite the fact that in doing so 
you would not be “using" anyone. If 
the medicine has not yet been 
dispensed, than it should be given to 
the five, but it has, so the first man 
should be allowed to keep it.
Thomson said that her third ex­
ample suggests the following princi­
ple: if there is “good” or “harm” 
which has not yet been distributed, 
and if we can act to produce a “bet­
ter distribution,” then we should 
act. But we should not intervene to 
redistribute what has already been 
distributed. In the case of the 
trolley, the passenger forced to 
decide if one or five should die did 
not start the trolley down the 
tracks. He is therefore justified in 
making his decision as he would 
have on “Day One”—before any 
distribution had occurred. On Day 
One it would have been decided to 
let five live rather than one.
Thomson did not attempt to 
establish guidelines for who should 
live and who should die—or for when 
and when not to seek a utilitarian 
distribution. Her main point was a 
simple and refreshing one—when 
difficult moral decisions are faced, 
one must not merely consider end 
results. Consideration of individual 
costs in generating outcome are as 
im portan t as the outcomes 
themselves.
Arnosti and Euro nukes
by Nancy VanSloun
On November 8, Lawrence 
graduate Dave Arnosti spoke to the 
Lawrence community on “European 
Perspectives on Nuclear Ar­
maments.” Arnosti is a 1982-83 
Watson fellow and has just returned 
from a fourteen month stay in 
France, Great Britain, and West 
Germany. During this time, he 
gathered information on how the 
people of these countries perceive 
nuclear arms.
Arnosti found that there are four 
major viewpoints which people in 
these countries hold. The first is 
held by people of the war generation. 
They recall the end of World War II 
and the advance of the Red Army, 
and are therefore concerned with the 
Soviet Union. For them, the United 
States is a reassuring force, and the 
Soviet Union is viewed as the real 
threat.
A second viewpoint is found in 
people of the younger generation. 
They don’t see the Russians as so 
much of a threat, but rather view 
both superpowers as insane. These
people are pacifistically oriented and 
want to maneuver Europe out from 
between the two super powers. They 
fear a limited nuclear war and view 
negotiations as a pretext for conti­
nuing to build missiles.
A more unconcerned view is held 
by people who simply don’t bother 
about nuclear arms; they’re too busy 
with other things. Arnosti found 
this view mostly in France. A fourth 
viewpoint occupies a sort of middle 
ground. This includes people who 
are worried about nuclear arms', but 
don’t let the issue disturb them. 
They are supporters of the Western 
alliance, but are concerned with the 
stationing of missiles.
Arnosti founu these opinions to be 
scattered throughout the countries. 
There is no opinion which is typical 
of a particular country. However, he 
did observe general trends: the West 
Germans seem to be most concerned 
with nuclear arms while the French 
are least concerned.
It was sugested by Arnosti that 
these differences in general opinion 
continued on page 6
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Disgust with Warch Intro
Last Sunday the New York Times ran an article headed “Grenadians’ 
Data Show Party Rifts’’ in which minutes of New Jewel Party meetings 
were deprecated for the language used by the participants. “The 
documents,” it read, “are strewn with Marxist revolutionary jargon that 
would seem almost juvenile and comical but for the deadly ending of the 
struggle...Sprinkled through the party records are such vintage revolu­
tionary phrases as ‘lumpen elements,’ ‘socialism or death,; ‘persistent 
ideological backwardness and economism,’ and ‘right opportunist path.’ ’’
Words are by nature symbols for things tangible and intangible. They 
represent, and they represent subjectively; they acquire connotations for 
and evoke emotions in the people of any society using them. Indeed, as a 
child learns the language of its society, it becomes socialized into that group 
and acquires its Weltanschauung.
For U.S. society, Marxists use “jargon;” other theorists use words 
which precisely convey categories, classifications, and concepts. Marxists 
use “vintage phrases” while others use words whose meaning accurately ap­
plies to real conditions for a good span of time. The words, in and of 
themselves, are not the concepts; they are a symbolic shorthand for those 
concepts. What is invalid about the New York Times’ criticism is that is at­
tacks the words used by the participants of the meetings without address­
ing the concepts represented by those words. For most present-day Marx­
ists, it is ‘backward’ to employ economism—the interpretation of Marxism 
which holds that political developments proceed directly from economic 
developments. The political process is deprived of any autonomy of its own 
in this rigid ‘mechanical determinism.’ “Lumpen elements” are, to use a 
more judgemental and less meaningful term, “criminals.” And can we ac­
cept “give me libery or give me death” or “give your life to defend your 
country” without also accepting “socialism or death?” Can it be that the 
people who use this phrase actually feel the emotions implicit in it?
One must at all times be on guard against words and the uses to which 
they may be put. By nature they create images in one’s mind and may spur 
emotions or judgements. Hence Reagan’s wish to label an invasion a 
“rescue mission,” and nuclear missiles “peace-keepers.” Why not call them 
“smuckers?”—no one would protest the deployment of anything that silly.
Communists "dominate,” Capitalists “have a majority.” Communisits 
“infiltrate,” Capitalists “join.” Is the process somehow different?
Please explain, but don’t hand us any ‘Capitalist progagandistic 
jargon.’
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I am shocked and dismayed at the 
deplorable lack of graciousness ex­
hibited by President Warch in his in­
troduction to Judith Jarvis Thom­
son at the Convocation, Thursday, 
November 3. Apparently our presi­
dent is not only less than liberally- 
minded, but is not even above tak­
ing deliberate swipes at a depart­
ment which does not enjoy his ap­
proval. Of course, I am referring to 
his inappropriate treatment of Ms. 
Thomson via the philosophical 
nature of her talk.
What was advertised in the pro­
gram as an introduction by Presi­
dent Warch turned out to be a dis­
jointed and masterly diatribe that 
included several less-than subtle 
darts aimed at the independent ex­
istence of philosophy. With seem­
ing disregard for the general in­
telligence or perception of his 
hearers, he attempted to mask the 
insult under the pretense of a 
history lesson concerning 
philosophy’s “progress” in the 
educational world. Not ALL 
listeners, however, were fooled. Ap­
parently, in our president’s eyes’ 
philosophy, having dared to become 
its own science, flounders without 
correct guidance and should be con­
sidered the “prodigal son’’ of the in­
finitely superior study of theology.
I am not here, however, to argue 
the actual purpose or intent of 
philosophy or its relationship to 
theology. What I am here to argue is 
the abuse of someone who SHOULD 
have been considered an honored 
guest and respected authority on her 
subject. Both myself and a number 
of other listeners were NOT fooled 
by the benevolent tone of our presi­
dent, but were aware, AS OUR 
GUEST MUST HAVE BEEN, that
here was a man who held no kind­
ness for modern philosophy and 
would not even exhibit a common 
courtesy to guests who did not think 
as he did. Ms. Thomson was forced 
to sit through an introduction that 
belittled her profession and said ab­
solutely nothing of her merit or the 
topic’s worth. Professing to label 
the speech an “introduction” in a 
liberal arts fconvocation became a 
violation of the university’s ostensi­
ble purpose.
President Warch is, as we all are, 
entitled to his private beliefs and 
values. What I find offensive is his 
arrogant promotion of personal bias 
over the completely reasonable 
views of others. It is puzzling, con­
sidering his feeling about “The Shin­
ing Star Theology”, that he remains 
at an institution with no real 
religious affiliation. The Depart­
ment of Religion does not even pur­
port an existence of God, it only 
teaches the existence and instances 
of belief in various cultures. Conse­
quently I begin to question what 
this man feels his purpose IS in re­
maining at Lawrence. I also wonder 
upon what premise he bases the 
justification for comments and per­
sonal opinions on a semi-related 
tope...and why that topic needed to 
be forced upon the audience at all.
In the past, I have heard Presi­
dent Warch present several in­
teresting and less arrogant speeches 
that WERE relevant, amusing and 
inoffensive.But in this case, Presi­
dent Warch has left me, and others 
like myself, floundering in confusion 
and embarrassment on the part of 
our university, since it would allow 
its president to so treat an invited 
guest.
—C.L. PASKO
Disgust with Axel Heyst
Dear Axel Heyst
Having just perused your “Over 
the Bottle’’ column (October 7) 
which presumes to state a case for 
the renaming of your Lawrence 
University, I find myself a bit miff­
ed by several conceptions and 
misconceptions contained within. (It 
should be noted that I shall refrain, 
as best I can, from any ad hominem 
remarks—for example, making men­
tion of the fact that it is exceedingly 
odd, if not downright queer, for any 
man to have a first name which can 
only be described as sounding like a 
car part.)
Anyhow, as a graduate of one Big 
Ten University and currently atten­
ding another, I find your unkind 
remarks about universities to be 
both ignorant and all too typical of 
small college/university mentality.
First, while a liberal arts educa 
tion—even at a tiny school like 
yours—is of great value, I question 
your contention that this is 
something that schools need to “fon­
dle." Not only do most updated dic­
tionaries regard this as obsolete 
usage (as you probably knew, 
right?), it would seem that your 
usage is merely a clever (hah!) 
avenue for your latent sexual inhibi­
tions. Shame! Shame!
Second: no, universities are not 
“ugly animals.” Yes, they’re “big” 
(which is an adjective I thought 
was used these days by eight-year- 
olds when they first sight a 
skyscraper, a German Shepherd, or 
a football player in full gear), but 
they are hardly “vain.” Rather, they 
are proud and I suspect that if you 
think different it is you that has bad 
breath (and probably smelly feet to 
boot).
Regarding your reference to “dim- 
witted men and women” who spout 
“callous fact’’ rather than revealing 
“verities,” I should note that while 
“callous fact" may seem evil to you 
“smithy" kids, I seriously suggest 
that you snuggle up to some 
“callous fact" rather than massag­
ing your egos with the nepotism, 
bloated tuitioning (sic), and other 
worldly honor codes which form the 
pith of little colleges like yours.
As to our “inability to reveal 
verities," I suggest you re-read (or 
even commit to memory) the con­
tents of this letter, which teems with 
verity. Two final thoughts: touche’ 
and tough cookies.
As always,
RON M. PARKER 
Madison
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Springtime in Autumn
by Steve Kraft
I t ’s autumn. A time when the col­
or and magic of the Lawrence cam­
pus truly shines. The mid-term grind 
is on, but the grill keeps-a-chatterin’, 
fraternity parties keep the campus 
dancin’, and the Lawrence Chapel 
continually resounds with a variety 
of musical and cultural events. The 
freshman class is up, out, and ex­
cited to be here. New staff generates 
a wealth of new ideas; new programs 
further broaden the Lawrence liberal 
arts education. I t ’s no slight of 
hand. And there are no mirrors in­
volved. But just watch. In the com­
ing weeks, Lawrence will be pulling 
a great deal more of this magic out 
of her hat.
On Wednesday, November 9, the 
first annual bus trip for Milwaukee 
area high school students arrived on 
the Lawrence campus. These bus 
trips have become a “magical'’ af­
fair for the Lawrence University 
community, as response in the 
Milwaukee area has been tremem- 
dous. Having publicized the trip on­
ly three weeks ago, Lawrence at­
tracted over 100 students to this all­
day event.
This was an opportune occasion 
for these Milwaukee area high 
school seniors to get a sense of the 
interaction of the Lawrence com­
munity. Small groups of these 
Milwaukee students sat in on a 
variety of Wednesday 11:10 classes. 
After lunch at Downer and a student 
panel in Riverview, these students 
had a chance to interact with a 
number of the Lawrence faculty at 
an end-of-the-day reception.
Lawrence “ Magic Bus’’ trip 
number 2 pulls in Friday afternoon, 
the 18th of November, from the 
Minneapolis-St. Paul area. These 
“Minnesotans’’ will be offered all 
the opportunities of the Milwaukee 
day trip as well as having the addi­
tional benefit of a Friday evening at 
Lawrence. Freshmen sections of 
Plantz, Colman, Kohler, and Orm- 
sby are planning to receive these 
high school students in their dorms 
as well as accompanying them to a 
Friday evening campus event. The 
enthusiastic response from these 
freshmen sections demonstrates 
again the exhuberance of this class 
of ’87 and will be an added bonus for 
those students arriving from Min­
nesota.
One-half of the students signed up 
for these bus trips were not even on 
inquiring lists for Lawrence. The 
vast majority of these students are 
hoping to learn about the Lawrence 
campus and the various potentials 
of the liberal arts education. Let’s 
welcome these students into the 
Lawrence community. Make a point 
of saying “hello'' or even help point 
them in the right direction. Your ac­
tive sharing of the Lawrence 
“magic” is greatly desired and 
strongly encouraged. The opportuni­
ty to share Lawrence with prospec­
tive students, a parent or a non- 
Lawrentian friend is one that comes 
all to infrequently. These Min­
neapolis high school students are ex­
cited about their arrival on campus, 
now howz-a-bout we, the Lawrence 
community letting them all in on a 
bit of our own magic?
O V E R  
T H E
B O T T L E
El Inferno
by John Huber
I was walking slowly along the edge of the cliff, watching the sinners 
parading below, double-file, with heads bowed. A short man wit h a guilty 
look on his face approached me and said, “There was this dazzling flight at­
tendant, one I ’d never seen before, who really caught my eye. I was just 
talking to her—you know how that goes—and I guess 1 didn’t notice that 
the automatic pilot was malfunctioning. Suddenly there was shrapnel flying 
everywhere, people were screaming, blood flowing, pain, death. We were 
dashed into the sea...Kvervone despises me now. Some people say 1 m a spy; 
others think I'm a moron. I ’m not sure I ’m either...I really don't know —I 
really don’t understand."
The short man collapsed at my side and wept. I looked at him with both 
compassion and contempt—I was so bewildered by it all.
I walked on.
I passed an immense heap of wailing corpses—they were infested with 
maggots and were scratching themselves furiously. A man with fire in his 
eyes approached me and said, “We was supposed to be on a Mediterranean 
cruise but we landed on a Caribbean postage stamp instead. We shot the 
mother up pretty good, too. Nothin’ better than mowin' down a bunch of 
pinko wetbacks. Me and my buddy bought it from one of the bastards 
though. There was an awful eruption right below my gut —no feeling 
anywhere—then agony everywhere. Blood was poorin' out my mouth. It 
was hell...I'm a hero now. People say, ‘Yet another pocket of Soviet infiltra­
tion in the free world has been eradicated.’ I t ’s cool bein’ a hero—1 suppose 
Momma's real proud. Surprised me though, fightin’ pinkos. I thought we 
were just gonna rescue a bunch a second-rate med. students. But 1 just do 
what I'm told—don't gotta understand why.’’
He hurled a piece of bone at an ugly horned demon and ran away. My 
eyes followed him. I was so bewildered by it all.
I walked on.
I passed a large frozen lake which had human heads popping up through 
the ice. The heads seemed to be alive, with eyes staring down. A man with 
no legs walked up to me and said, “There was this truck that took a wrong 
turn—the driver must have been drunk—and drove right into our building. 
Barney, the guard, couldn’t stop the truck. Andy didn’t let him put his 
bullet in his gun. There was a terrific flash of light which burned right 
through my eyes and sizzled my brain. Then the whole building crumbled, 
crushing all of us...They say I 'm a hero now—I gave my life to protect my 
country’s vital interests. Barf! I was just trying to get some sleep. I didn't 
know what I was ‘protecting’: some new government, some important city, 
some strategic airport. I don't know. No one knew. There were so many 
threats and so many enemies. There was so much ignorance and so much 
hatred.’’
The man lay down and wept; he did not understand. I couldn’t look at 
him. I was so bewildered by it all.
I walked along a dark, murky river. I thought of ignorant armies 
clashing by night. I thought of perplexed leaders who were neither living 
nor dead. I thought of the omnipotence of a few and the impotence of 
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Oxford and Ormsby combat world hunger
by Tammy Teschner
Surely we all have learned about 
symbolism sometime during our 
many years in school. You know, 
things like the scarlet letter upon 
Hester Prynne’s chest, or a black 
armband to symbolize a Packer loss. 
Well, Oxfam America is asking us 
all to remember symbolism and fast 
for a day for our hungry brothers 
and sisters in Asia, Africa, and 
Latin America.
Oxfam America is a non-profit in­
ternational agency which supports 
the old Chinese proverb “Give a 
man a fish and he’ll eat for a day. 
Teach a man to fish and he’ll eat for 
a lifetime.” They say that fasting is 
merely a symbolic way to par­
ticipate in the struggles of the poor 
and hungry people in many parts of 
the world. Ormsby Hall and 
Lawrence Christian Fellowship are 
sponsoring Oxfam’s “Tenth Fast for 
a World Harvest” on November 17,
1983 (the Thursday before the 
Thursday when many of us pig out). 
Oxfam is a group which raises 
money to educate others; it helps 
people to help themselves. Oxfam 
also prepares and distributes educa­
tional materials for Americans on 
issues of development and hunger, 
subjects many of us know very little 
about. The group looks for projects 
where a few dollars go a long way - 
projects which set an example or 
create changes that go far beyond 
the project itself. To find a project 
to support, they ask questions like: 
Will local people be directly involv­
ed? Is it part of a plan for long-term 
change? Moreover, will the poor tru­
ly benefit?
“Oxfam” came from the Oxford 
Committee for Famine Relief, which 
began in England in 1942 (yes, there 
were hungry people way back then). 
The American Oxfam is now based 
in Boston, but there are six other 
Oxfams around the world. Last year 
the group raised over $5.2 million in 
tax deductible contributions, and 
refuses to accept money from the 
government, not that the govern-
year. However, they do believe that 
the fast can heighten awareness of 
hunger and poverty and can educate 
people about the root causes. There 
are many ways to fast, and Oxfam 
suggests different types for dif­
ferent people. Some ambitious peo­
ple (and people who really care about 
their less fortunate siblings of the 
world) fast from sundown to sunrise 
two days later (36 hours), or others
ment ever offers it.
“We see the Fast as an educa­
tional tool that helps well-fed 
Americans realize the day-to-day 
agony people of the impoverished 
nations must endure,” said one high 
school p a r t ic ip a n t . Oxfam  
recognizes the fact that fasting in 
itself does nothing to end the 
chronic malnutrition of the millions 
of people who suffer and die each
from sunrise to sunset. It is possible 
to fast for one meal; some kids doing 
Oxfam were sponsored to “ fast” 
from video games and television for 
the week before Thanksgiving.
Fasting is not for everyone. 
Women who are pregnant, people 
with liver or kidney problems, or 
people with diabetes, cancer or 
stomach ulcers should not fast. 
However, that group excludes most
of us fortunate Lawrentians, and we 
should be happy to be able to sym­
bolically fast for others.
Skipping a Downer’s meal will 
mean money for Oxfam through the 
rebate plan. Downer (and Colman) 
will pay Oxfam $1.35 for everyone 
who skips breakfast, $1.75 for lunch, 
and $2.35 for dinner. LCF is plann­
ing to have a prayer meeting at noon 
that day in the Hamar Room Union, 
and a Break Fast ceremony will be 
at 7:00 p.m. in Riverview Lounge. 
There will be freshly baked bread to 
celebrate the ending of the fast, and 
a speaker from the American In­
dochinese Association to speak on 
world hunger.
Fasting for a day won’t hurt any 
of us. In fact, it will help us to be 
more conscious about poverty and 
hunger in the Third World. Our acts 
of imagination and compassion for 
the suffering poor contain within 
them an act of faith in the poor, a 
belief in their future.
The world spends $22 for military 
purposes for every dollar it spends 
on official development aid. The 
price of one military tank could pro­
vide classrooms for 30,000 students 
or facilities for 100,000 tons of rice. 
North Americans spend more 
money on chewing gum, tobacco, 
and alcoholic beverages each year 
than the entire annual budgets of 
many poor countries. In the words 
of peace-loving Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr.: “Now let us begin. Now 
let us rededicate ourselves to the 
long and bitter - but beautiful - 
struggle for a new world...our 
brothers and sisters wait eagerly for 
our response. ” Let there be peace on 
earth, and let it begin at Lawrence!
AIA presents discovery
New discoveries at a Pre- 
Columbian (Hopewell culture) 
mound in southern Illinois will be 
presented at the second meeting of 
the A pp le ton  Soc ie ty , A r ­
chaeological Institute of America on 
Wednesday, Nov. 16, at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Worcester Art Center at 
Lawrence University.
The speaker is Margie Staab, 
director and principal investigator 
of W innebago Archaeological 
Surveys. An experienced field 
worker and scholar, especially in the 
prehistoric cultures of the North 
American heartland, Ms. Staab has 
been engaged in the excavation and 
study of the Peisker site, an impor­
tant settlement of the Hopewell 
culture. She will discuss some of the 
rem arkab le  ach ievem ents of 
American people centuries before 
the arrival of Europeans on this con­
tinent, people with a highly 
developed society and artistic skills.
This is the second of six lectures 
under the auspices of the Appleton 
Society of the Archaeological In­
stitute. Others are: Wednesday, Jan. 
25, “Biblical Archaeology; Uses and 
Abuses” , by Leonard Thompson, 
professor of religion, Lawrence 
University; Tuesday, Feb. 28, “Late 
Homan and Early Medieval Villas”, 
by Alastair M. Small, professor of 
classics, University of Alberta; 
Wednesday, April 4, “Epic and Nar­
ration in Early Greek Art ”, by Liv­
ingston V. Watrous, associate pro­
fessor of art history, State Universi­
ty of New York, Buffalo; Wednes­
day, May 2, "Classical Greek 
Reliefs”, by Carol L. Lawton, in­
structor in art history, Lawrence 
University.
All lectures are open to the public, 
free of charge. They are made possi­
ble by the active membership of the 
Appleton Society of the AI A.
Player of the Week
Rik Warch
Despite harsh criticism for an apparent inability to in­
troduce famous philosophers or to write administrative 
memos, the beleaguered top-dog has offered a cogent and 
trenchant analysis of this paper’s deep-seated structural 
problems. Consequently, an ascension by The Lawrentian 
from the journalistic dung-heap seems inevitable.
12 years ago today
DICUSSION of a panel of local experts Tuesday evening centered on the legal and social 
consequences of the use of marijuana. Panel members included an Appleton police detective, physician, attorney, and dean of men.
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Create a form
The Lawrence Theatre production 
will consist of six plays and will be 
performed twice on two separate 
days (3 plays each day) and once as 
an evening long production with a 
dinner in between plays.
The production will be auditioned 
in the beginning of the second term 
so that early rehearsals will coincide 
with the residency of the five 
member troupe from the Royal 
Shakespeare Company. After the 
troupe’s departure rehearsals will be 
partially suspended until the end of 
the winter term. The play will begin 
its final rehearsal period at the 
beginning of the third term and will 
be performed on five days late in 
May.
Meetings have already been held 
to attract any and all artists in­
terested in helping build the produc­
tion. Since the staff in charge of the 
plays hopes to create a fully realized 
production of the play cycle, they 
are implementing an extended pro­
duction period to accomplish the 
building of theater masks, puppets, 
costumes, armor, and other proper­
ties. The staff is looking for 
sculptors, puppeteers, graphic ar­
tists, and costumers. At the present 
time no actors, singers, dancers, etc. 
are being sought.
The staff in charge of the produc­
tion includes Robert Levy (who will 
be composing all the music for the 
production), Richmond Frielund (set 
design and construction), and Fred 
G a ines (d irector). A lth o u g h  
meetings have been held regarding 
particiption in the building process, 
any interested students may become 




Movie starlets and has-been movie God of Broom, the anger welled up
starlets do not belong exclusively to within her and she struck the idol to
our time. They are also indigenous the ground. The god lay there with
to the ziggurat land of Babylon. the broom sticking straight up. Ab-
There the media faces of celloid by cuddled up next to him and plac-
found employment in the temple of ei  ^ her ocelot broom parallel to his
Ishtar of the Clear and erotic eyes. an^ said, Oh Great God, I ve had
In the temple the members of the enough. Come let s rise to the sky
Vestal Virgins’ Guild and Coalition and Penetrate to the abode of the
for a more Technicolor Society Gods, and off they flew,
would take their paraphernalia and However, just as they were about
sing the praises of anything with en^er the narrow gate of Heaven,
power. Now one proud member on thunder rumbled and a booming
the VVG, known to history as Abby v°ice declared. Yes, there is
Declineandfall got old and was told thunder, but there is no rain. And
by the humble servants of Ishtar to before you can enter Heaven, I need
get out. the lubrication of a developed
I once had the pleasure of dining ethical system and a transcendent
at the Misplaced Moral Indignation concept of the deity. And with
Club where I heard the late but Still those words, Abby and the God
Noted Professor Iffi Haveseen Far- w®re thrown backwards through the
ther, author of the seven volume skies. They tumbled together over
classic The Political Economy of lands and peoples. And that is the
Ancient Babylon and a Whole origin of the tango dance.
Bunch of Other Countries in tfcat Now that y°u know the ^ n of 
Particular Part of the World, tell me the dance- come see the play. The 
this sparkling bit of information, playwright Slawomir Mrozek, the 
“ Forcibly retired members of the director, the cast, the set designer, 
VVG found employment sweeping stage manager, the lighting 
the temples and the surrounding designer, the costume designer, and 
countryside with beams made of ^he rest 0 ^he crews all should be 
wood and ocelot tails.’’ especially singled out for commen- 
And that is what our protagonist dation. The play runs Wednesday, 
and hero did. They were told that November 16 through Saturday, 
this was valuable because it kept November 19 m Cloak Theatre. Cur* 
dust out of the temple, the dust out ta*n at P ™- Tickets are 
of the workings of the body politic, available free to students at the box 
and finally because it kept away the office with a valid LUID. Faculty 
dusty death, though few sensible and head residents will be admitted 
people believed the last one. free Wednesday and Thursday. 
Anyway, Abby hated the drudgery Come make the choice with fear and 
of the new days and longed for the trembling between the being of good 
glamour of the old days. ^eatre and the nothingness of non- 
Now one day when she was sweep- ^ eatre attendance. Saints be prais­




Out of the dryer...ready to wear!
They're guaranteed! The best wash and wear performance you 
ever enjoyed—or your money back! The crease stays sharp-the  
press stays f la t -a n d  the wrinkles fall out of LEVI'S Sta Prest 
Slacks! W a s h ’em, dry 'em , w ear'em , again and again and 
again! Choose your favorite model in your favorite c o lo r-n o w !
LlCfMrd undf» Patent No 7974432
1098 JJ98 JjJ98 98
COLLEGIATE PREPS bQYS BOVS
28-3« 25 30 «12 2-7
Lawrence Theatre will officially 
embark on one of its most ambitious 
productions in recent years at the 
beginning of second term.At that 
time auditions will be held for a
third term production of a six play 
cycle entitled The Greeks. The 
Greeks was created by the Royal 
Shakespeare Company (of England) 
in 1979 as a nine play cycle perform­
ed on three separate days. The play 
cycle, scripted by John Barton and 
Kenneth Cavander of the R.S.C., 
was adopted from the scripts of 
A eschy lus , Sophocles, and 
Euripidies, with additional material 
from The Iliad. The cycle focuses on 
the Trojan War and its aftermath.
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Another gap in the wall
Judy Goldsmith, president of the 
National Organization for Women, 
will be the guest of honor and 
speaker at an open reception 
Monday, November 14, at the 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
“Women: the Wage Gap, the Gender 
Gap” will be the subject of 
Goldsmith’s presentation at 8 p.m. 
The event begins at 7 p.m. in the
NOW from 1975 to 1977. She took 
office as national president last 
December after serving for four and 
a half years as executive vice presi­
dent during the tenure of President 
Eleanor Smeal.Under Smeal’s 
leadership, NOW had grown from an 
organization of 40,000 in 1977 to 
220,000 members last fall.
Hailed by the Milwaukee Journal
he deserves in 1984”, Goldsmith 
said.
Like her predecessor in office, 
Goldsmith supports instigating 
lawsuits that would see to eliminate 
discrimination against women in in­
dustry and forming an Institute for 
Feminist Politics to recruit and 
train political candidates who will 
run against lawmakers who have op­
posed women’s rights. She also 
seeks to increase NOW membership 
to one million by 1984, through ac­
tion which includes a focus on 
minority recruitment.
Arrangements for Goldsmith s 
visit to the campus have been made 
with the assistance of Carol Wergin 
of Manitowoc, Goldsmith’s sister 
and a student at UWGB. Among the 
sponsoring organizations are the 
Women’s Service Center of Brown 
County and the local chapter of the 
American Association of University 
Women. Campus groups co­
sponsoring the reception with the 
Office of Outreach are the Universi­
ty League, Student Coalition for 
Women’s Issues, Women’s Educa­
tional Programs and instructional 
units in women’s studies and social 
change and development.
Valley Women march for N.O.W.
University Commons. Admission is 
free, but reservations are requested. 
Those who plan to attend are asked 
to write or call the Office of 
Outreach at UWGB, Green Bay, WI 
54301, telephone 414-465-2102.
Goldsmith, who grew up in 
Manitowoc and Two Rivers, was 
elected national president of NOW 
in October 1982. A former member
Goldsmith supports instigating lawsuits that would see to eliminate discrimination against women. . .
of the English faculty at the UW' 
Center-M anitow oc Coun ty , 
Goldsmith was previously coor­
d inator of the Two Rivers- 
Manitowoc chapter of NOW and 
state coordinator of Wisconsin
at the time of her election as the 
“ the right person for the job right 
now", Goldsmith was praised as “a 
pragmatist who believes strongly in 
working within the political system 
to achieve progress” in securing 
equal rights for women. She en­
dorses the official path charted by 
NOW to counter-act the defeat of 
the Equal Rights Amendment: crea­
tion of political action committees to 
suport NOW-endorsed candidates 
for office. About $3 million was 
spent on state legislative races in 
1982; by 1984, Goldsmith predicted, 
NOW's political action committees 
would be among the largest in the 
country. A chief target will be 
Reaganomics, which, according to 
G o ldsm ith , has econom ically 
devastated women and children. 
“We’ll give Reagan all the attention
Applrton, Wìb. 









C O N K E Y ’S
Nov. 12th from 2-3 p.. meet Kay Saunders, local author of Gift of the Stranoers 
Kay worked with nursing home residents and taught them poetry 
Her book discusses the learning process and contains poetry written by the residents
Arnosti cont.
might be due to social, political, and 
military factors which can affect 
people’s opinions. One such factor is 
the reputation of the country’s arm­
ed forces. In France, the armed 
forces are viewed positively; they 
preserve the independence of 
France. There is a similar na­
tionalistic viewpoint in Britain. 
However, in Germany it is difficult 
to view weapons positively since the 
Germans have witnessed the 
destruction of war, and not its 
glories.Thus, they are not favorably
Home from a lark.
disposed to their army, but view it 
as a necessary evil.
A second factor involves control - 
who has his finger on the button? 
All weapons in France are controlled 
by the French, and they don’t see 
themselves as linked to other Euro­
pean powers. In Germany, there is 
an entirely different situation. Six- 
thousand missiles are positioned 
in American hands, and Ger 
many has the highest concentration 
of warheads per square mile in the 
world. A further influence in Ger­
many is that the weapons are short 
range, and therefore would be ex­
ploded over Germany to stop Soviet 
tanks. B r ita in ’s pos ition  is 
somewhat midway between France 
and Germany. The U.S. does have 
airforce bases and weapons in Bri­
tain, but there is a sort of dual con­
trol. In addition, weapons stationed 
there would not be dropped in Bri­
tain, but on the continent.
Arnosti pointed out that there are 
also more direct factors which in­
fluence people’s opinions. These in­
clude such things as the news on 
television, political discussions, 
books, etc. One direct factor Arnosti 
discussed was the peace movements. 
In Britain, the peace movement is 
not a unified bloc. There is the 
women’s peace movement, which is 
viewed as somewhat radical. There 
is also the Campaign for Nuclear 
Disarmament, which favors the 
unilateral disarmament of Britain. 
In West Germany, where 108 Per­
shing and 96 cruise missiles are to 
be stationed, many local peace 
groups have formed. There is also a 
new political party, the Greens, 
which has shifted to peace politics. 
They advocate the removal of 
missiles from Germany and Ger­
many’s withdrawal from NATO.
Arnosti concluded by discussing 
the lessons that can be learned from 
all this. We are receiving conflicting 
signals from Europe, due in part to 
the rhetoric of the American ad­
ministration. The rude style of the 
Reagan administration has done 
damage to U.S. relations. Another 
problem is that many people in the 
U.S. are not well-informed. As 
Americans, we tend to be less con­
cerned because the missiles are not 
stationed in our country. Arnosti 
thinks that the entire situation 
could be improved if Americans 
were more informed of their govern­
ment’s policies.
U L
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Ann Binder
Two years ago a mock invasion 
was staged by the Pentagon as part 
of “Ocean Venture ’81”, the largest 
naval manueuvers since World War 
Two. The objective of this invasion 
was to overthrow the government of 
an im ag inary  country called 
“Amber”, an island in the “Amber- 
dines”, because, according to the 
fabricated scenario, it was holding 
U.S. citizens hostage. Critics of the 
exercise described it as “a practice 
run for direct invasion of Grenada.” 
(Grenada is part of an island group 
called the Grenadines).
Two weeks ago a very real inva­
sion was launched by the U.S. 
government against the tiny Carib­
bean nation of Grenada, described 
by Reagan two years ago (really) as 
a threat to U.S. national security. 
The objective of this invasion, accor­
ding to the Reagan scenario, was to 
protect the lives of the American 
medical students there, to forestall 
plans to take American hostages, to 
prevent a Cuban military take-over, 
and to halt construction of an air-
' Wait—I haven / cauphi up yer u ith the lateal exptanaln>n\ jbttul thine other place\
port intended as a Cuban-Soviet 
military outpost, to name but a few 
themes in the shifting picture. 
Critics of this scenario describe it, 
essentially, as fabricated; a two- 
year-old gleam in the Administra­
tion’s eye has been brought into be­
ing and morning-after justifications 
abound.
The Administration claimed, first 
of all, that the invasion was 
necessary to protect the lives of 
American medical students. “Initial­
ly it did not reveal that Grenadian 
officials had repeatedly assured the 
U.S. that Americans on the island 
would not be harmed and would be 
free to leave. White House spokes­
man Larry Speakes ‘stressed 
that the airport on Grenada had 
been closed Oct. 24, thwarting any 
possibility that the Americans 
...could be evacuated peacefully. 
This proved to be false, Mr. 
Speakes acknowledged Monday, 
after witnesses had said the airport 
opened Oct. 24 and that at least four 
charter planes had left that day.” 
(NY Times). Last Friday Defense 
Secretary Weinberger said “that 
there were ‘indications' from ‘in­
telligence reports’ of plans to take 
American hostages. But intelligence 
sources later said there was no clear 
evidence of such a threat.”
Based on the claim that its long 
runway made it a military facility, 
the Administration objected to the
construction of an all-weather jet- 
port on the island, and claimed that 
it was intended as a Cuban-Soviet 
military outpost. But 5 other civilian 
airports of equal or greater size exist 
in the Caribbean-the planned 10,000 
foot runway is shorter than that of 
Barbados. According to Pleasey, 
a British construction company and 
major contractor on the project, 
“ the airport was being built to pure­
ly civilian specifications.” “The 
Plessey spokesman explained that 
military airfields required bomb- 
resistant underground fuel tanks, 
sheltering bays for parked aircraft 
and fortified control towers. Lack­
ing all these features, the Grenada 
airport would be far too vulnerable 
to be used as a base for extensive 
military operations.” (The Guar­
dian).
In a nationally televised speech 
Oct. 27 Reagan asserted that “a 
Cuban occupation of the island had 
been planned”, and that Grenada 
was a Soviet-Cuban colony being 
readied as a major military bastion 
to export terror and undermine 
democracy; “we got there just in 
time” to prevent the Cubans from 
occupying Grenada. On Oct. 28 it 
was claimed that a terrorist training 
camp existed in Grenada. According 
to the N.Y. Times, “The administra­
tion has repeatedly said that its 
assertions were supported by what 
Deputy Secretary of State Kenneth 
Dam called ‘a treasure trove of 
documents’ captured by the in­
vaders. But there is no evidence that 
a terrorist training base existed or 
that Cubans had planned to take 
over Grenada either in the 
documents released Friday or in any 
other materials made public by the 
Administration.”
The Administration claims that 
U.S. troops found weapons which 
posed a threat to Grenada’s island 
neighbors. On Oct. 27 Reagan “cited 
the discovery of three warehouses of 
military equipment, including one 
with ‘weapons and ammunition 
stacked almost to the ceiling, 
enough to supply thousands of ter­
rorists’.” But “ reporters who in­
spected the warehouses the next day 
said that this seemed an exaggera­
tion, and that the equipment might 
have been as appropriate for defense 
against an invasion as for export of 
terrorism. There were many Soviet- 
made weapons and ammunition, but 
the warehouses were no more than 
half-full, and many weapons were 
antiquated.” (NY Times). In fact, 
most of the weapons were pre-WWI 
vintage. There were no troop 
transport or amphibious assault 
equipment, which would have given 
Grenada an offensive capability.
“ If you’re pre-disposed to see a 
Soviet and Cuban threat”, a former 
Defense Department official said, 
“ then you can find evidence of a 
significant military buildup in 
Grenada and carry it one step far­
ther to see the makings of a Soviet- 
Cuban puppet state. On the other 
hand, if you bring a different bias to 
the agreements, it is possible to 
argue that a paranoid, Marxist 
leadership was rushing to improve 
its armed forces for fear that 
G renada m igh t be invaded 
someday.”
" I t  might not be convincing, but 
the Russians could take the United 
States military assistance program in 
El Salvador or Honduras and by 
just presenting the raw numbers of 
guns and ammunition make the pro­
paganda argument that the United 
States is turning those countries in­
to military bastions.” (NY Times). 
In retrospect, those eternally 
“paranoid’’ Marxists proved to have 
a very real basis for expecting that 
“someday” invasion.
The civilian airport and the defen­
sive arms, the Cuban construction 
workers and military advisors, were 
used as ‘evidence’ that Grenada was 
just another puppet state’ of 
Cuban-Soviet Communism. The 
Cubans and the Soviets had made 
agreements with the Grenadians to
A two-year-old gleam in the Administration's eye has been brought into being and the morning-after jus tifications have only ju s t begun.____
supply 27 military advisors and $37 
million in military equipment to 
Grenada. Relations among these na­
tions were, it is true, friendly. But 
Grenada was a sovereign nation, 
having its own independent political 
process—that is, until the U.S. mov­
ed in. In U.S. propaganda all 
Socialist nations friendly to Cuba 
and/or the Soviet Union must by 
nature be “puppet states,” and all 
nations in which the U.S. bases 
nuclear arms, and all nations whose 
unpopular, violence-prone dictator­
ships are propped up by U.S. 
economic and military assistance, 
are by nature sovereign. That the 
Socialist nations of Latin America 
have achieved a level of relations not 
fundamentally characterized by 
mutual suspician seems suspect by 
the U.S. government, whose rela­
tions with other nations cannot be 
based on an honest footing.
The misinformation supplied by 
the Administration which has been 
treated in this article is only the tip




Although the invasion of Grenada 
and the maintenance of U.S. 
Marines in Lebanon are quite dif­
ferent in terms of their military 
operations and geopolitical situa­
tions, the fundamental reason for 
U.S. military presence in both coun­
tries is precisely the same, to con­
tain the Soviets. President Reagan 
sent troops to Grenada and reinforc­
ed the Marines in Lebanon in order 
to prevent the Soviet Union from 
gaining influence over areas of the 
world which he perceives to be vital 
to U.S. security.
These “vital” areas are found 
wherever the Russians have the 
potential to gain either political 
domination or to establish military 
outposts. In the grim hours after the 
terrorist bombing of the Marine 
headquarters in Beirut, the Presi­
dent was able to place the tragedy of 
240 American deaths into a global 
context. He asserted, “We must be 
more determined than ever that 
they cannot take over that vital and 
strategic area of the earth, or for 
that matter, any other part of the 
earth.” Clearly, “ they” are the 
Soviets; Reagan has also spoken of 
not allowing the “ Mideast to 
become part of the Soviet bloc.”
The definition of U.S. security in­
terests as encompassing the entire 
world sounds ominous, but it merely 
reflects the mutual mistrust and 
tension which has characterized 
U.S.-Soviet relations throughout 
postwar history.
In Grenada and Lebanon, the ac­
tions of Soviet partners certainly 
give the U.S. no reason to trust the 
U.S.S.R. The Soviets have supplied 
both their Cuban and Syrian part­
ners with billions of dollars worth of 
military hardware which has been 
used for aggressive purposes. The 
Cubans are helping to supply the 
Salvadoran guerrillas and they had 
established a military base on 
Grenada which, according to the 
Pentagon, was to have eventually 
supported 6,800 troops. The Syrians 
have used Soviet arms to threaten 
both Israel and I^ebanon.
/
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Adenwalia evaluates U.S. actions
et presence
If we can’t trust the Russians, cer­
tainly it is in our national security 
interest to keep the Syrians out of 
Lebanon and the Cubans out of 
Grenada. We can lower our sense of* 
insecurity by containing the Soviet 
Union’s partners even though this 
containment does nothing to change 
the basic power relationship and 
underlying mistrust between us and 
our rival superpower.At least we 
will have sent them a “message ”, 
which we hope will induce less ag­
gressive Soviet behavior in the 
future.
The question is, what will these
messages cost? For if Grenada and 
Lebanon are of strategic impor­
tance, what about areas closer to 
home, such as Nicaragua and Cuba? 
Surely these countries are greater 
threats to our security than tiny 
Grenada and far away Lebanon. 
Why not “go to the source’’, as 
former Secretary of State Haig once 
said of stopping the flow of arms 
from Cuba and Nicaragua to 
Salvadoran rebels? The answer is 
that the U.S. could not take direct 
action against these governments 
without suffering unacceptably high 
casualties and political fallout from 
our allies. Some threats must be 
tolerated.
In contrast, an opportunity arose 
cont. page 12
Mary Eggen
The October 25 invasion of 
Grenada by U.S. marines has plung­
ed the Reagan administration and 
policies into the limelight. American 
intervention has raised questions 
regarding the island of Grenada, the 
history of U.S.-Grenadan relations, 
the justification of American in­
tervention, and the effects of U.S. in­
volvement in Grenada. Professor 
Minoo Aden walla, a prestigious 
member of the Lawrence University 
Government department, has helped 
to clarify much of the confusion sur­
rounding the situation in Grenada. 
Following are excerpts from a 
November 2 interview.
Why was Grenada the target of re­
cent American miltary interven­
tion? Is this invasion consistent 
with past U.S.-Grenadan policy?
All countries operate upon the 
principle of interests and the defense 
of their vital national interests. The 
question of what is their vital na­
tional interest can be debatable. 
Those in power must formulate and 
carry out foreign policy based on 
their perception of American vital 
national interest. The U.S. believed 
Grenada was going to become a 
Cuban-styled state, thus American 
vital interest was to be affected.
Maurice Bishop, the former Prime 
Minister of Grenada, overthrew the 
legitimate Grenadan government in 
1979. At this time he said that he 
was a Democrat. His “new Jewel 
Movement” did not live up to its 
promise. Bishop did not seek a man­
date from the people, he stifled the 
press, which was monopolized by 
the government, he broke up 
meetings of his opponents, and he 
detained prisoners without trial. 
Bishop is quoted in the Economist 
as saying, Parliamentary democracy 
would not be restored...true 
democracy was only based on per­
manent interaction between state 
rulers and the masses directly.”
Recent events had indicated a 
change in the outlook of the 
Grenadan government. A clear pro- 
Democracy, pro-U.S. stance was be­
ing taken. Bishop had met with 
William P. Clark (former National 
Security Advisor) seeking help from 
the United States. Clark asked to be 
shown proof of Grenadan will­
ingness to work in harmony with the 
United States. Prime Minister 
Bishop agreed to send a report 
outlining the Grenadan plan to 
move away from a Cuban sphere of 
interest and to put Grenada more in 
line with the outlook and the in­
terest of the United States.
Following this meeting the U.S. 
quietly pushed for a World Bank 
loan that would lessen Grenadan 
dependence on the Soviets and the 
Cubans.
D issenters  opposing  the 
Grenadan shift from a pro-Cuban 
stance to a pro-American stance 
resulted in the recent coup. Bishop 
was placed under house arrest by 
the Grenadan military under the 
direction of Bernard Coard. 
However, Mr. Bishop was initially 
freed by a group of supporters. After 
Bishop was released he and his 
followers marched on the Revolu­
tionary Council that had captured 
him. The group was fired upon and 
reports claim that 40-50 Bishop sup­
porters were killed. Bishop was ex­
ecuted, although there are conflic­
ting reports at what point Bishop 
was killed.
It is assumed that the motivation * 
for the coup and the replacement of 
Mr. Bishop by Mr. Coard, a strict 
Marxist, was due to the alarm over 
Mr. Bishop's move away from the 
Cuban orbit and his attempt to 
move toward the United States.
This instability caused a power 
vacuum allowing the intervention 
of American power. The key motiva­
tion for the U.S. invasion of 
Grenada was the opportunity for the 
U.S. to move with some ease and 
prevent the establishment of 
perhaps what might be called a 
Cuban base, but certainly the inva­
sion was an attempt to move 
Grenada out of the orbit of Cuban in­
fluence.
How do you think the administra­
tion has handled public relations 
with regard to Grenada?
The administration has bungled 
badly by appearing too legalistic, by 
attempting to illustrate that we had 
done nothing more than come to the 
assistance of the Organization of 
Caribbean States. The Administra­
tion did not emphasize the instabili­
ty in Grenada, (discussed above). 
One thousand Americans were in 
Grenada at the time of the coup and 
their safety was at stake. These fac­
tors provided semi-legal justifica­
tion for out intervention. If we are 
going to talk about a violation of 
sovereignty Carter’s assignment of 
helicopters to Iran is, in legal terms, 
a clear v io lation of Iran ian  
sovereignty although Iran had clear­
ly violated international law before 
that by taking the American 
hostages.
Do you believe that the 
Americans in Grenada were in any 
danger?
The Chancellor of the medical col­
lege had received a guarantee of 
safety from Maurice Bishop.Large 
numbers of returning students (not 
unanimous) claim the situation was 
deteriorating and they were afraid 
for their lives. They welcomed the 
Marines. This question of safety fur­
ther justifies the Administration’s 
claim that one of the primary
motives for going in to Grenada was 
to assure the safety of the 
Americans, especially the American 
students.
What effect do you think the 
American invasion will have on 
U.S.-Cuban and U.S.-Soviet rela­
tions?
Obviously , the invasion of 
Grenada will worsen relations where 
relations are already bad. Cuba will 
move closer to the United States 
when she believes it is her own best 
interest to do so. Self interest is the 
overriding concern of both nations 
with regard to their relationship 
with the United States. I do not feel 
that this event (the U.S. invasion of 
Grenada) will strain these relation­
ships any more than they are strain­
ed already.
American allies have not been sup­
portive of the U. S. invasion of 
Grenada. What do you think this 
says about the position of the 
United States in international af­
fairs?
When it is in the interest of other 
nations to cooperate with the U.S., 
they will cooperate.
Do you think the press black out 
was justified.
There are different explanations 
regading the blackout. One is that 
the Reagan administration was pro­
tecting its citizens by having the ar­
my conduct its operations with ab­
solute secrecy. If this is the case 
then the initial blackout has some 
justification. On the other hand, if 
the blackout was a means by which 
the press could be kept from know­
ing what was going to happen as the 
Marines and the Army went in, this 
does not justify the blackout. I do 
think it is in the very interests of the 
administration to appear open. 
From my point of view it would have 
been much better if the press had 
been allowed to go in with the army. 
If secrecey was really necessitated 
with regard for the protection and 
the safety of the Americans in 
Grenada, then an initial, short, 
blackout was justified.
Do you think the invasion of 
Grenada will harm President 
Reagan’s re-election efforts?
Grenada, given the trends as we 
see them at the moment, will do 
nothing but enhance Mr. Reagan’s 
chances for re-election. An ABC poll 
following Reagan’s speech regar­
ding events in Beirut and Grenada 
indicate a massive swing in favor of 
the administration; a dramatic rise 
not only in support of what has hap­
pened in Grenada, but in support of 
the M arines s tay ing  on in 
Lebanon.The Grenadan situation is 
a plus for Reagan as far as the
cont. page 13
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Local high school students to jazz up L.U.
Young jazz musicians from high 
schools throughout central and 
eastern Wisconsin will converge on 
the Lawrence University campus 
Friday, Nov. 11, for the third annual 
“Jazz Celebration" festival.
The highlight of the two-day 
festival will be the Friday evening 
performance by the Lawrence 
University Jazz Ensemble and 
guest artist trombonist Slide Hamp­
ton. The 8 p.m. concert will take 
place in the Lawrence Memorial
activities will be sessions for jazz 
string ensembles. Bands that will 
participate in the festival are from 
Neenah High School, Ashwaubenon 
High School, Green Bay West High 
School, Tomahawk High School, 
Stevens Point High School, Wausau 
East, Newman, and Merrill High 
Schools, William Horlick High 
School, Racine, and Bradford High 
School, Kenosha.
All non-ticketed events are open 
to the public at no charge as space
Lawrence University 
Conservatory ot Music presents
C E L E B R A T IO N
allows.
Friday’s performance by the Jazz 
Ensemble, under the direction of 
visiting instructor Mark Lusk, will 
include jazz standards such as “ Fast 
Forward,” “Told You So,” and 
“Angel Eyes." The second portion 
of the program will feature Slide 
Hampton performing his own com­
positions with the Jazz Ensemble.
Hampton will be the featured 
soloist in “Seven Steps to Heaven,” a 
Miles Davis composition arranged 
by Lawrence junior Patty Schultz. 
Schultz, a native of Manitowoc, was 
named last summer as co-recipient 
of the Duke Ellington Composition 
Scholarship at the Eastman Sum­
mer A rrangers In s t itu te  in 
Rochester, N.Y. She will use the 
scholarship at the institute next 
summer.
Hampton regularly performs with 
his own quartet in jazz clubs and ap­
pears as guest arranger and soloist 
at concerts and major festivals such 
as those at Wolftrap and Monterey. 
Called a “virtuoso melodist" by 
Stanley Crouch of New York’s 
Village Voice, Hampton has worked 
with musicians such as Art Blakely, 
D izzy Gillespie, Max Roach, 
Maynard Ferguson, Thad Jones and 
Mel Lewis.
In 1962, he formed the Slide 
Hampton Octet, and in 1968 moved 
to Europe where he worked with 
other American jazz musicians. He 
returned to the United States in 
1977, and since that time has 
directed the Collective Black Artists 
Ensemble and the Manhattan Plaza 
Jazz Composers Orchestra in New 
York. Hampton has also organized 
an ensemble entitled “Slide Hamp­
ton and His World of Trombones,” 
which consists of nine trombones 
and a rhythm section.
Directing music clinics at many 
universities throughout the United 
States, Hampton presents big band 
and improvisation workshops, trom­
bone masterclasses, rehearses and 
conducts student bands, and ap­
pears as a guest soloist. He will pre­
sent both a masterclass and an im­
provisation workshop during his 
stay at Lawrence.
Festival activities will conclude 
Saturday evening at 6 p.m. with a 
performance by the Lawrence 
University Jazz Lab Band, guest ar­
tist Steve Zenz, drums, and special 
guest “ Fire and Ice.” The concert 
will take place in the Lawrence 
Memorial Chapel and is open to the 
public at no charge.
I ’ve looked at laws 
from both sides now
High school debate teams from Il­
linois, Minnesota and Wisconsin will 
compete in the first Lawrence 
University-Appleton East High 
School Switch-Sides Debate Invita­
tional Tournament Nov. 11 and 12. 
The participants will be housed at 
Lawrence and the debates will be 
held at Appleton East High School.
The switch-side form of debate re­
quires that teams argue on both 
sides of the central issue. The debate 
will feature “power pairing”, a 
method which Sandy Hoecherl, 
debate coach at Appleton East, says 
ensures that teams of comparable 
strength compete against one
another.
Debate teams from the following 
schools were invited to participate: 
New Trier East, Glenbrook North 
and Glenbrook South from Illinois; 
Sibley, Blake, and Wayzata from 
Minnesota; and, from Wisconsin, 
Marquette University High School, 
Eau Claire Memorial, Eau Claire 
North, and high schools in the Fox 
Valley.
The debate question this year is 
“ Resolved, that the United States 
should establish uniform rules 
governing the procedures of all 
criminal courts in the country.”
Longley to speak on Public TV
Chapel. Tickets are available at the 
Lawrence Box Office, 115 N. Park 
Ave., and are priced at $3 for adults, 
$1.50 for students and adults over 
62.
Unique in its non-competitive for­
mat, the “Jazz Celebration” festival 
allows high school jazz musicians to 
perform for each other, and to par­
ticipate in or observe jam sessions, 
an improvisation workshop, and 
masterclasses with visiting profes­
sional musicians. New to the festival
A Lawrence University professor 
will appear next year on public 
television in a series on the U.S. 
Constitution.
Lawrence D. Longley, associate 
professor of government, went to 
Philadelphia last weekend for 
videotaping of a program that will 
be in the 13-part series “The Con­
stitution—That Delicate Balance.” 
Four pilot programs in the series 
have been shown on public TV. 
Longley said he was told that the 
program taped last weekend will be 
shown in the spring or early fall of
1984.
Longley was on a panel that dealt 
with presidential selection, election 
and disability. Other panelists m-
BIOLOG ICAL/PHYSICAL SCIENCES . .
You're Needed 
All Over the 
World.
Ask Peoce Corps volunteers why they ore using their Science 
mojor, minor, or optitude in health clinics and classrooms in 
Malaysia Why do they use them in fish pond culture projects 
and experimental farms in Western Samoa? They'll tell you 
their ingenuity ond flexibility ore os important os their degrees 
Ask them why Peoce Corps is the toughest job you'll ever love
By this time next year, you could 
be working overseas as a Peace 




elude retired Supreme Court Justice 
Potter Stewart, former senator and 
secretary of state Edmund S. 
Muskie, former Solicitor General 
and special Watergate prosecutor 
Archibald Cox, CBS News law cor­
respondent Fred Graham, U.S. Sen. 
Orrin Hatch (R-Utah), Jody Powell, 
press secretary to President Carter, 
and Tom Wicker, columnist and 
associate editor of The New York 
Times.
The videotaping was done in Con­
gress Hall, the first meeting place of 
the U.S. House of Representatives.
The 3Vi hours of tape will be edited 
to one hour for the program. The 
series will be supported by the An- 
nenberg Fund, the Ford Foundation 
and the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting.
Longley was asked to be on the 
panel because of his extensive 
knowledge of the Electoral College. 
He is co-author, with Washington 
journalist Neal Pierce, of “The Peo­
ple’s President: The Electoral Col­
lege in American History and the 
Direct Vote Alternative.” Published 
in 1981 by Yale University Press, the 
book analyzes the operation of the 
E lectoral College throughout 
American history.
Longley also has written other 
books and articles on various 
aspects of the Electoral College. He 
was invited to testify or contribute 
research findings to U.S. Senate 
hearings on Electoral College reform 
in 1973 and 1977. On election day,
1976, he appeared on NBC’s Today 
Show to discuss the Electoral Col­
lege and the 1976 election.
A T T E N T IO N -
Lawrence University Let’s Get Aquainted!
» 2  o f f  ANY Pizza with this ad
Limit one coupon per customer 
Valid until November 18,1983
NEW  YORK STYLE PIZZA
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IN  PERSON . . .  3 NIGHTS ONLY
p ro m
Highway 41 —  W est DePere 
Proudly Presents
“Johnny and the Hurricanes”
'JA -D A " —  "CROSSFIRE" —  "RED RIVER ROCK"
L FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 5th - 6th - 7th
Admission $1.00 — Open 8 p.m.
"Where Entertainment Reigns Supreme
Th ePersoijals
•EAT ME, BEAT ME, TEACH ME 
LOVE!” Screamed by Amy Bell, 412 Kohler.
Faithfully recorded by her counselor.______
“1 WANT IT, and I want it BAD!” 
Ellen Costabell, Counselor of the Week. 
ELLEN—Is the only reason you like 
Elvis Costello because you have the same in­
itials? Amy
P. S. Spit out the seeds.__________________
A FEATHER IS KINKY. The vnhoi.- 
chicken is perverted. But wrapping it in duct 
tape is disgusting! (Just ask Ijh u  x6897.) 
Dll) ANYONE TAKE my duet tape?
A. Hamster
WITH ONE MAN \\!> FIVE 
WOMEN, there is a good chance that you
will land on the toilet.___________ — T. Mack
YOU GUYS have been very liberal with
your flys this week. ________- Tanner
Q. Have you ever had a Screaming 
Orgasm? —S.M.
A. No, who gave it to you?_____ —Rocko
IT SEEMED TO HAVE GROWN
CALM; but the mysterious forces moving 
humanity (mysterious, because the laws con­
trolling their action are unknown to us) were 
still at work. So exists lift1 in Benidorm.
\1 ITCHY. ROCKETS and Rocko let’« 
get the keys this weekend, we are overdue for
¡tome cornflakes and eggs._______________
HELL-LEE NAHII! Whet will happen 
to you if the head maid falls and breaks her 
leg—Mine!I Mine!! —Judy, Carmen
HASH, Do 1 have hash, oh my God, it’s
Fannnnnntastic!___________—Guess Who.’!'
THERE IS STILL TIME for one last 
music room party, what say this weekend 
(Sorry there will be no lager and no “you 
know what"?
—An avid supporter of mu sic room parties
GET OUT OF TOWN, i*lon Miles!
_________________ _______ _______ -Wilbur
H O LD  ON TO YO U R  SOCK S 
LAWRENCE, Dish Towel and the Rags are
coming to knock them right off__________
WHAT DID I DO? What happened to "I 
like you. 1 really like you?" Or was that just a 
line? Talk to me. 6H95
W .J.F .P .— Haven’t you ever done 
anything wild? Toga ( 'hick
C.—There's a butterfly and an em- 
pathetic stomach waiting for you whenever
you need them. _____________ ________ —Ale
KARA DANIEL—Har ar ett Stat 
sangelagenheter" tillkannagivande att jag 
tycker mycket om dig. Halla pa avstand,
flikor! ________  Kalaken segrar, Jenni
ONE EYE, two eye, green eye, blue eye... 
SCOTTY You're the greatest guy in the 
world. I ’m gonna miss you so much next
yew. ______  Love always, Stats.
WHO HAS THE SEXIEST eyee on the 
L.U._campus? ___
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAN!
___________________________ Love, J enni





DAD—Thanks for being there on my 
B-day Loc, Ml.
THE “EYES*' have it.
WHO'S (>( )T THE IR eyes on you?...
LUDI, GAN I, and Ly»»ne. Thanks for
the support. ________M L
WHEN LAWRENCE e>es are smiling... 
A WRIGHT, KRAFT, I thought you 
wrote it last week alreadv. Where the hell is 
it?____________
FROM NOW ON the 2-r>‘ personals will 
Ik* purposely and maliciously misspelled 
unless you people type them.
2 5 c P e r s o n a l s
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CAMPUS PRINTING
We print T-shirts, posters, in­
vites, table tents - you name it. 
BASEMENT OF RAYMOND HOUSE
Office Hours: Tues. 9-12, 1-4, Wed. 10-1. Fri. 9-12 
Ext. 6 8 4 3  or call SUSIE TURNER at 7 3 1 -1 6 2 9
NUCLEAR BROADCAST 
In light of recent concerns over nuclear 
war, ABC is broadcasting a special on what 
would happen if Kansas City were to face a 
nuclear attack. This special will be aired on 
November 20 at 7 p.m. The story focuses on 
the lives of several people before, during and 
after the attack. In showing this program, 
ABC hopes to educate the p, blic more 
thoroughly about the dangers of nuclear war, 
and insire the nation to take action against 
such a catastrophe occuring.NOT THE REAL WORLD ©m \>y Jowzs
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Students solve world crisis
On Wednesday, November 2nd, the Lawrentian conducted an informal 
survey of student opinions regarding current world events. The survey was 
distributed outside Downer Commons at dinner. 158 students filled out 
surveys and most of them answered all of the questions. The results of the 
poll can be found in the accompanying box. Instead of making generaliza­
tions regarding student response after the poll was taken, the Lawrentian 
staff decided it would be better to give students an opportunity to express 
their opinions in their own words. A space was provided at the bottom of the 
survey for participants to include any personal opinions they might have. 
Approximately one-eigth of the participants included comments of their 
own. The comments ranged from criticism of the poll to emotional outbursts 
to formulated arguments. Here are some samples of how Lawrence students 
feel about the U.S. and the rest of the world;
“/  believe the worst thing the U.S. could do at this point is to try to 
'keep up with the Joneses ' (Russians) in terms of military or governmental 
intervention in other countries. ”
“/  strongly agree with keeping the spread of communism out of Central 
and South America. However, I do not think that the situation in Lebanon 
is worth the loss of hundreds of American lives."
''I...do not have full knowledge of what's going on. And as to what I  do 
know, I  am not confident it is the whole truth, from either the U.S. or our 
adversaries."
“We need a large group of individuals, not nations, to strive for peace. "
“I  don't really feel qualified to make a firm statement regarding these 
issues because / don't know all the facts. However, I do not support a 
foreign policy based on military intervention as opposed to negotiation. I  
think it's kind of scary that Reagan was so secretive about the Grenada inva­
sion. He's a hypocrite...he's acting in the same fashion that the U.S.S.R. 
does."
“Badly worded poll "
" I  strongly disagree with the budget measures passed through the U.S. 
House of Reps, today. The highest defense budget ever was approved. I  do 
believe that this has to affect the rest of the world, scaring people (especially 
other countries) and causing them to retaliate by accelerating their own 
arms production and research measures. This has simply got to stop."
“Despite a strong desire to condemn U.S. military action throughout 
the world, I  feel torn from adapting a policy of isolationism. Secondly, 
although my knowledge of actual conditions within communist countries 
may be warped by the 4evils' of western media, I  cannot ignore the repres­
sion of human rights that are reported to exist For this reason I  don't feel it 
is right to isolate ourselves from the world and allow further communist ex­
pansion. Although I  would love to allow countries to have a chance to decide 
their own course, free from intervention and domination by either super­
power, I  am slowly reaching the sad but true conclusion that this is impossi­
ble. Thus, I  favor intervention in some form wherever it is clearly apparent 
that Russian intervention exists."
“A complicated issue, but the U.S. doesn't seem to know what they're 
doing in the rest of the worlcL-.especiaUy Reagan. He looks at the world in 
one way, and right now it seems to be the wrong way. I  recommend that the 
U.S. stop looking at the world through their East/West conflict. "
“/  am afraid very afraid, of nuclear weapons!"
44The U.S. Government seems to be fearful of any government which is 
not democratic. Not all Socialist countries are 4evil'. I  think Reagan's 
foreign policy ignores this fact...He feels threatened by any country which is 
not a pure democracy. There is a reason for caution in our dealings with the 
Soviet Union, but this does not mean that we should invade any country 
which does not hold beliefs identical with those of the U.S."
44Seven is an important question. My answers to 1-6 would vary tremen­
dously if the U.S. indeed did create a major crisis...in such a case all military 
actions and positions should be carefully reassessed. ”
cont. from page 9
Stifling the Soviets
in Grenada which enabled the U.S. 
to win a quick, decisive, and relative­
ly cheap (16 U.S. troops killed) vic­
tory against the spread of Soviet- 
Cuban influence in the Caribbean.
The Reagan administration could 
insist that the reason for sending
1,900 troops to Grenada was the 
protection of U.S. lives. But even 
after the medical students were 
evacuated, the President augmented 
our military force to over 6,000. 
With this force the Administration 
aims to secure Grenada and the 
Eastern Caribbean against any 
future Cuban machinations.
Given the view that any expan­
sion of Soviet influence is a threat to 
our security, the logic for military 
action in Grenada was overwhelm­
ing. If we could not use force effec­
tively there against a mere 700 
Cubans, where could we use force.
We certainly can’t use it effective­
ly in Lebanon, where Reagan has 
been unable to define the scope of 
our military mission. The victory in 
Grenada provided an emotional 
release for tension caused by the 
disaster in Lebanon and restored 
some national pride.
But while we did draw a line 
against Cuban expansion in the 
Eastern Caribbean, it is ques­
tionable as to how much this will 
enhance our security, will the 
Cubans reduce their support for 
armed revo lu tion  in Central 
America?
And in Lebanon, we are unable to 
even draw a line. Our Marines there 
have no offensive capabilities and 
even if they did, how could they 
serve U.S. security interests? The 
underlying conflicts of armed 
Lebanese political factions have 
prvented the formation of a 
stable, legitimate government and 
have caused a prolonged civil war. 
At what point would the Marines 
have fulfilled their "mission" and 
thus be able to leave? The Soviets 
will continue to finance the Syrians’ 
military intrigues there.
In our constant struggle against 
the Soviets, it is evident that we 
cannot fight them everywhere. It 
should also be clear that we can 
neither reduce their worldwide 
military power nor the tensions bet­
ween us without some sort of 
peaceful accomodation.
Hopefully our government will 
realize that Lebanon and Grenada 
are two entirely different situations. 
The potential for the successful use 
of U.S. military might is quite 
limited. We have recognized this in 
Cuba, Nicaragua and Afghanistan. 
We have been able to cope with 
these perceived threats to our na­
tional security. We have recognized 
the limitations of our military power 
and have kept U.S. troops out of 
those countries. We should rcognize 
our limitations in Lebanon and br­





I do/do not support a policy of U.S. troops 
in Lebanon 34% 64% 2%
I do/do not support the removal of U.S. troops 
from Lebanon 67% 31% 2%
I do/do not agree with the U.S. Government’s 
decision to invade Granada 38% 58% 4%
I do/do not agree with U.S. intervention in 
Central America 33% 61% 6%
I do/do not believe the U.S. is on the verge 




I am/am not confident in Ronald Reagan’s 
foreign policy 25% 68% 7%
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cont. from page 8Grenada threat
of the iceberg—far too many un­
founded assertions were made to be 
included here. We ought to be 
outraged by the rhetoric used to win 
popular support for an unjustifiable 
invasion. Questions ought to be rais­
ed by all of us concerning the inter­
pretations of official sources which 
obviously do not aim to supply the 
truth but only to persuade—and to 
accomplish this end not with the use 
of logical arguments, but with, pure­
ly and simply, propaganda.
But even the American press, so 
outraged by the U.S.-imposed 
blockade of journalists attempting 
to enter Grenada, failed to supply 
any alternative interpretations to 
the official line on the situation 
there. It is possible to put the facts 
together to create a picture very dif­
ferent from that supplied by the 
U.S. government, already shown in 
many ways to be false. Toward this 
end, one alternative explanation is 
provided below.
The U.S. government was hostile 
to Grenada long before the actual in­
vasion. In explaining this hostility 
at the time of the naval maneuvers, 
Bishop said ‘‘Grenada is attempting 
to develop a new alternative, a new 
path to social, political and 
economic development for our peo­
ple. This is something that Reagan’s 
administration is very fearful of.” 
Socialism is a threat to the economic 
and ideological interests of U.S. 
leaders. This government cannot 
tolerate the possibility that a 
Socialist experiment might succeed, 
and has, in fact, established a pat­
tern for undermining governments 
of nations that turn Socialist. As 
was the case in Chile and elsewhere, 
in Grenada the U.S. began by at­
tempting to damage its economy. 
Economic aid and loans were refus­
ed, and the U.S. began subsidizing 
the growing of nutmeg in Indonesia 
(nutmeg, along with tourism, is a 
major basis of Grenada’s economy). 
Tourists traveling through Bar­
bados or Jamaica to Grenada were 
harassed (e.g., luggage was fre­
quently “ lost”).
In Grenada recently, a profound 
division had occurred within the par­
ty’s Central Committee. As yet the 
precise nature ot the issues involved 
in this division are not clear. Bishop 
was said to have resisted sharing 
power with Coard. He was also said 
not to have ‘brilliance in strategy 
and tactics,’ or ‘great depth in 
ideological clarity’ (NY Times). The 
Central Committee was evidently 
concerned about U.S. hostility and 
the specter of invasion raised by the 
naval maneuvers of ’81. It is possi­
ble, and does not contradict with 
any known facts, that Bishop 
favored appeasing the U.S. and at­
tempting to demonstrate that the 
Grenadian government harbored 
friendly intentions toward the U.S. 
In fact, as mentioned by Professor 
Adenwalla (see article by Eggen), 
Bishop did meet with William P. 
Clark and talked of a plan to move 
away from Cuban aid toward the 
U.S.
In light of the stockpiles of defen­
sive arms found in Grenada, it is 
possible that the other side of the 
division (Austin/Coard—the rela­
tionship, if any, between them is not 
known) favored arming the popula­
tion for defense in case of an attack 
by the U.S.
The division resulted in a tragic 
and unjustifiable set of murders, the 
circumstances of which are as yet 
unclear. One day after the killings, 
and five days prior to the invasion, 
the Cuban government issued a 
statement denouncing the act, and 
added, “ Imperialism will now try to 
use this tragedy and the grave er­
rors committed by the Grenadian 
revolutionaries to sweep away 
Grenada's revolutionary process 
and subject it anew to its imperial 
and neocolonialist domination.” The 
statement proved, in retrospect, to 
be a prophetic one. At a critical junc­
ture, with Grenada’s popular leader­
ship decimated, the Reagan ad­
ministration was presented with a 
virtually ideal opportunity to flex 
its muscles against Socialism. For­
thwith both an invasion of Grenada 
and a propaganda campaign in the 
U.S. were launched. We can’t allow 
this administration to think that it 
can get away with such atrocities.
cont. from page 9Adenwalla cogitates
A m erican  pub lic  op in ion  is 
concerned--for the moment. If it 
seems that the Army will not pull 
out at an early date this popularity 
could shift and Grenada could hurt 
Mr. Reagan.
Do you believe the invasion of 
Grenada was an attempt by the ad­
ministration to take the focus of 
public opinion away from the situa­
tion in Lebanon?
If you want a cynical explanation, 
and I don’t know if the Reagan ad­
m inistration can operate this 
cynically, Grenada took place 
precisely because the U.S. seemed so 
impotent in Lebanon. Two hundred 
Marines were blown up and the U.S. 
could do little about it. Yet, it seem­
ed necessary to maintain a peace­
keeping force in order to give negoia- 
tions among rivaling factions in 
Beirut a chance to succeed. This 
meant more U.S. casualities.
Grenada allowed the focus to shift 
from Lebanon. Above all Grenada 
allowed us to claim that the United 
States had been victorious, it had 
halted the march of Cuban influence 
in the Carribean; it had protected 
our oil roots to which Grenada is 
very close. It was the first victory of 
U.S. armed forces in a long, long 
time. Grenada has been a re-election 
plus for Reagan.
It is possible that this cynical ex­
planation might have been part of 
the administrations’s decision to 
move into Grenada. On the other 
hand, the administration was not 
responsible for the coup, the deposi­
tion of Maurice Bishop, the execu­
tion of Bishop, or the placement of 
the one thousand Americans on 
Grenada. The administration was 
not responsible for the request from 
the Organization of Carribean 
States for American intervention;
an appeal strengthened by the re­
quests of Barbados and Jamaica 
(non-members). These factors 
created an opportunity for the U.S. 
to intervene. It is possible that the 
administration, being presented 
with an opportunity, thought the in-
vasion would deflect public opinion 
from I^ebanon. Every administra­
tion attempts to enhance its posi­
tion from the political points of view 
to the extent that this is possible 











TASTE OF A ll!
SMOOTH! From the finest tobacco gro\»n, Viceroy selccts only 
the Smooth Flavor Leaf . j . Deep-Cured golden brown for extra smoothing
SUPER SMOOTH! Only Viceroy smooths each puff
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LU hockey: Putting 
future goals on ice
S p o r t s _________________________
See page 16
Davis, harriers hone for Hawkeye land
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Huber, Cohn cop I.M. doubles
by I.M. Update
The race for the 1983*84 In­
tramural Supremacy Cups is under­
way. With results in from tennis, 
canoeing, cross country, and men’s 





P la n tz ....................................................187
S a g e ......................................................150
Kohler....................................................125
Fraternities
Phi D e lts ............................................... 800
D e lts ......................................................682
Phi Tau ..................................................250
Sig E p ......................................................37
Sororities
K a p p a ....................................................250









Plantz - disqualified 
Trever - disqualified
Cross Country
First: Monroe Sullivan 
Second: Peter Tong 
Third: Marc Cohn 
Fourth: Peter Hanrahan 




First: Howard Cohn - John Huber 
Second: Jim Duncan - Chris Coogan
Colman is leading the residence 
hall race as a result of strong in­
dividual showings. Dan Hartenstein 
and John Neal both fought their 
way to the finals of the tennis tour­
nament in singles (the final has not 
been played) helping to bolster Col- 
man's point tally. Monroe Sullivan 
added to Colman’s total by edging 
out Peter Tong (Kohler) and Marc 
Cohn (Plantz) in the cross country 
run (even with an errant turn on the 
course). Ormsby, in second place, 
has relied on team points to get 
them where they are today. 
Stephanie and crew led Ormsby (and 
their HR) to a first place finish in the
co-ed canoeing race. The Ormsby 
Rocks were responsib le for 
Ormsby's other supremacy cup 
points, as they ended the flag foot­
ball season in a tie for third place 
with the White Boys on Vacation.
The fraternity division is led by 
the Phi Delts. The Phi’s (6-0) won 
the flag football regular season title 
on the strength of their victory over 
the Delts. Howard Cohn passed 
touchdowns to Bart Ott and Pete 
Montross and the defense allowed 
no points in the pivotal game. Other 
points were gained in tennis (with 
the team of Howard Cohn-John 
Huber winning the doubles title over 
Chris Coogan-Jim Duncan), canoe­
ing and a sub-thirty minute walking 
of the two mile cross country course 
by Pete Hanrahan. The Delts re­
main close behind on the strength of 
their canoeing victory, as well as 
their second place finish in flag foot­
ball.
Finally, the Kappas lead the DG ’s 
in the sorority division as a result of 
their canoeing win. This will soon 
change when all the games have 
been reported in the women’s flag 
football.
ponents into believing he’s Cana­
dian. He was, however, disappointed 
to learn that Fallon and Skoog had 
been allowed to g raduate . 
Nonetheless, he will lead the team 
once again, aided by his sturdy 
sidekick Scott “Dino" Stevenson.
Players and fans alike were shock­
ed by the revelation that Pete Mon­
tross, John White, Ross Hyslop and 
Pete Anderson plan to defect to the 
rival EHL London Fogs after bitter 
contract disputes. Disheartened by 
the loss, coach Steve Anderson 
resigned from his position. At this 
time, it is unknown who will fill his 
large sneakers, but speculation has 
included the name of Big Don Marks 
among the candidates.
Returning pucksters include 
holdout John Ryan, Casey Sloan, 
Dan Browdie, Erik Moe, Steve Kivi, 
Mike Gretsch, Joe Motto and John 
Zajac, while an allegedly talented 
frosh class include C.J. Laing, John 
Stephens and Doc Parker.
Those unable to attend the 
meeting should call Dave Drake at 
738-9504. Even without the entire 
junior class, the team hopes for big 
things on the ice, not including the 
zamboni.
rival St. Norberts was to be the final 
tune-up before conference, however, 
St. Norberts cancelled the meet. The 
reason behind the cancellation accor­
ding to the Norbert’s coach was 
studies. A more plausible explana­
tion is that they simply didn’t want 
to get soundly defeated by Lawrence 
for the seventh time in seven tries 
this year. Lawrence runners ran an 
intra-squad meet anyway. The team 
looked extremely well as everyone 
turned in impressive times. Griffin 
and Berger strolled in for a first 
place tie. They were followed by 
Wexman, Joe Berger, VonEstorff, 
Thorman, Reich, Mark Sachs, and
Fred Slater.
Coach Davis will be taking his top 
eight runners to the Conference 
meet. Then both men and women 
will travel to Rock Island, Illinois on 
Nov. 12 to compete in the NCAA 
Division I I I  Midwest Regional 
Championships.There both teams 
will have the chance to run against 
the best teams in the Midwest. If 
they place high enough the Vikes 
will qualify for the Division I II  Na­
tional Championships the following 
week. Lawrence cross-country is 
looking to finish a very good year on 
a great note. Go Vikes!
E.J. moves out
showdown. Head coach Gene Davis 
imported some tough competition to 
get his runners ready for the big race 
at conference. Both the men and 
women managed th ird place 
finishes. The women, with several 
runners injured, suffered their first 
loss of the season. Julie Wick kept 
her winning streak intact as she ESPISITO on the rebound.
L .U . gloves will be off soon.
The LU hockey team, the fastest 
show in town, will begin preparation 
for the upcoming season next 
Wednesday with a team meeting at 
7 p.m. in Riverview Lounge. Anyone 
interested in playing this winter 
should attend the short meeting to 
get some general information.
The team boasts the return of 
Dave Drake, who spent the past 
season playing for the Paris Triom- 
phes of the European Hockey 
League (EHL). Duck hopes to use 
his language skills to deceive op-
The Vikings hosted the Viking In­
vitational on Oct. 22 to help them 
prepare for the upcoming conference
finished first once again. Captain 
Carol Krasin also ran extremely well 
and placed third overall. Rounding 
out the scoring for the Vikes were 
Margaret Sweda, Kara Randall, and 
Lee Kirkpatrick.
The men were led by sophomore 
Eric Griffin, who placed fifth in the 
strong men’s field. Following Griffin 
for the Vikes in scoring were Carl 
VonEstorff, Bill Thorman, Greg 
Pelnar, and Steve Reich. The men 
were not running at full strength as 
Todd Wexman was out because of 
tests and Chris Berger was ill.
A dual meet against conference
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G o W a B w a v t
With
our stu dent  
aid card , college * '« j 
stu dents are en tit le d  to  a
15% DISCOUNT
Pick up your S tudent Aid Card at 
your local TRAILWAYS AGENT or call 
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much of the game.”...Oh Well.
The following Saturday LU travel­
ed to Chicago and came away with 
an all-too-close 28-19 victory over 
the Maroons of University of 
Chicago. Why was the game so 
close? Didn't the Vikes walk all over 
the Maroons last year 54-0? Maybe 
it was due to Chicago’s sudden ex­
cellence in football this year (1-7, 
and owner of the 2nd worst power 
rating in the nation); or maybe it
6-2 (2-1 conference) and was 
highlighted by Ron “R .J.” Roberts, 
Jr. best performance of the season 
(16 of 25, 265 yards). When asked of 
his performance following the game, 
R.J. responded: “ I felt great! I took 
a couple of aspirins before the game 
and my head didn’t bother me at 
all!” John “Stan Granite’’ Marquen- 
ski, who filled in admirably at 
fullback, stated: “ The offense 
played up to its full potential.” 
Chris “Stalwart” Tadych and Dan
by Rydalch and Rocko
Three weeks ago the Lawrence 
Vikings saw their hopes for a 
Midwest Conference Championship 
vanish before their eyes, to an ob­
viously less talented Lake Forest 
team, 17-14. The following Satur­
day, the Vikes did manage to return 
to the winning track, in a less than 
impressive win over the University 
of Chicago, 28-19. Last week, LU 
had its finest preformance of the 
season crushing Ripon College 
35-21.
To call the Lake Forest game a 
n ig h tm are  is d e fin ite ly  an 
understatement. With injuries to 
Greg “Red Beard’’ Stevens, Greg 
“ Osh-kosh” Curtis, and John 
“ Black W idow” Streibich that 
prevented them from playing much 
of the game, 7 interceptions thrown 
by Ron “ R .J .” Roberts, Jr., and a 
46-yard flea-flicker touchdown by 
Lake Forest with 1:09 remaining in 
the game—it was quite clear that it 
wasn’t the Vikes’ day.
The Vikes scored first in the se­
cond quarter on a 73-yard, 14 play 
drive that featured some excellent 
running by Bill “Mudd” Timm. 
However, on LU ’s next possession 
Pat Fox intercepted a Roberts’ pass 
and raced 38 yards for a touchdown, 
thus evening the score at 7-7. In the 
second half Lake Forest managed to 
take the lead 10-7 on its first drive. 
Lawrence was then able to move the 
ball down to the Foresters 37-yard 
line, and on a crucial 4th and 8 situa­
tion, Roberts hit Kelly Kennedy for 
the touchdown, making the score 
14-10 with 4:40 remaining in the 
game. With the Vikes thinking that 
they had overcome as much adversi­
ty as possible, their hopes quickly 
disappeared when the Foresters 
were able to convert two fourth 
downs and eventually score on a 
46-yard flea-flicker, thus ended the 
game 17-14.
The LU defense was tough as 
usual, thanks to the efforts of Mark 
Babbits, Murray McDonough, and 
Tom Wick (to name only a few). 
However, the LU offense was unable 
to generate enough points, which is 
understandable considering the in­
juries and the 7 interceptions (thank 
GOD there were no more). And as 
Coach Roberts explained following 
the game: “He (the quarterback) 
took a shot in the head and really 
didn’t know what was going on
c C0«e9e« s
was the injuries that still plagued 
the Vikes; or maybe it was The Chin 
and Stan’s nicknames that hurt the 
guys’ feelings; or maybe R.J. had a 
headache; or maybe it was the fact 
that many of the players were more 
interested in pointing out their 
ne ighborhoods or the ir 
ex-girlfriend's home as they drove 
through Chicago.
Whatever the case, the Vikes were 
asleep during the first half of the 
game. If it wasn’t for Roberts’ 
11-yard T.D. pass to Bill “ Roscoe” 
Rosene as the half ended, the Vikes 
would have been down 19-0 at 
halftime. LU came alive in the se­
cond half, with the defense taking on 
its usual aggressive form and the of­
fense putting together 3 scoring 
drives. The Vikes made it 19-14 ear­
ly in the 3rd quarter when Roberts 
hit Kennedy on a 17-yard T.D. pass. 
LU ’s defense then forced a key tur­
nover when Mike “The Clam’’ Grode 
sacked Chicago’s quarterback and 
forced a fumble. Seven plays later, 
Greg Curtis scored from the 4, put­
ting the Vikes ahead 21-19. The 
Vikes final score came on a spec­
tacular play by Sophomore Rod 
“ S op rano” M iles when he
“ Noah Jackson’’ Laurence were 
unavailable for comment regarding 
their exemplifying behavior in the 
huddle. And it should be added that 
John “Fred” Stapleton played and 
that Bill Lien is still “ ...dissatisfied 
with his lot in life.”
Last Saturday marked the 82nd 
meeting between LU and Ripon, and 
like always it proved to be a true 
battle. The Vikes defeated Ripon 
35-21 and upped their record to 7-2 
(3-1 in conference). LU was unable to 
get on track in the first half and thus 
trailed 13-7 at intermission. This 
was due to Ripon’s two fluke T.D.’s 
and LU ’s poor play selection.
In the second half the Vike’s of­
fense exploded scoring four times on 
drives of 57, 69, 51, and 63 yards. 
Three of the Vike’s T.D.’s came on 
runs by Curtis who finished the day 
with 140 yards on 37 carries. The 
other second half T.D. came on a 
21-yard jaunt by Bill Timm. “ I 
didn’t call the play,” said Coach 
Roberts, “offensive line coach Steve 
Neuman did.” Like the offense, the 
defense had trouble getting on track 
in the first half, but regained control 
in the second half and held Ripon to 
only 8 points. The defense was led
Ice pack for Mac.
tacular catch of a Ripon kick-off on­
ly to immediately cough the ball up. 
Chris Tadych recovered a Woody 
fumble and scampered 3 yards. As 
Tadych explained later: “ I just 
scooped up the ball and tried to run 
to daylight.” Pat Schwanke, former 
LU football standout stated: “You 
guys will never change!”—in regard 
to Lien’s and Streibich’s antics dur­
ing the game (i.e. they were squir­
ting each other with water bottles 
during the most crucial parts of the 
game). Streibich and Lien accounted 
for their escapades later by stating: 
“We’re a couple of easy going-type 
guys...we were just trying to stay 
loose.”
The Ripon game marked the final 
game for the LU seniors who have 
compiled a 31-6 record over the last 
4 years. The seniors are: Mark Bab­
bitts, Chris Tadych, Pat Grogan,
miraculously caught an errant 
field goal snap, scrambled to his 
right, cut back left, evaded three 
tackles, sprinted down field, and 
dove into the endzone to make the 
final score 28-19. Miles, who was 
overjoyed because his parents 
witnessed his great feat, was 
credited with a 4-yard T.D. Miles 
responded later: “Gosh, it was 
nothing.”
The victory raised LU’s record to
by Shawn Mclntire’s 2 interceptions 
and one by Paul “ Hard-Hat” Carter.
The game was highlighted by 
some minor details that many of the 
fans did not especially notice. Pat 
“ Hands” Grogan made a spec-
Kraig Krueger, Bill Lien, John 
Streibich, Dan Laurence, Brian 
Smigelski, Murray McDonough, 
John Marquenski, Greg Stevens, 
Paul Carter, Beau Schaefer, Gary 
Zlevor, Tom Wick, S^awn Mclntire, 
and Ron Roberts.
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Men’s cross country team claims conference crown
by Stormin’
After 26 years Lawrence Universi­
ty ’s cross country team’s and coach 
Davis’ dreams were realized. Enter­
ing the midwest cross country con­
ference race the Vikes were ranked 
co-favorites along with Cornell Col­
lege. The impressive Viking rank 
proved to be well founded as the
harriors dominated the meet. Five of 
the eight Vikes earned All- 
Conference honors by placing in the 
top fifteen.
Eric Griffin paced the Vike 
assault placing second, completing 
the five mile course in 26:13.2, a 
substantial jump from his 58th 
place finish of the previous year.
Booters put the bomp
By The Tripartite
Determined to end their season on 
a high note, the booting men of the 
L.U. soccer team snarfed up back-to- 
back victories over Milwaukee 
School of Engineering and Ripon 
College. The two wins raised the 
team’s record to 7-3 and provided a 
much anticipated climax to an ex­
plosive season.
President Warch and a number of 
weekending parents braved adverse 
weather conditions and very cold 
beer to witness the Vikes’ 3-1 
triumph over M.S.O.E. Suffering a 
drought at forward, (remember the 
Norse curse!) the Vikes were blessed 
as Chris “Slim”Whitman and “Billy 
Jack’’ Jeruc aided Dan “Goal-Tool” 
Browdie in his three goal perfor­
mance. Captain “Tino” Stevenson 
played well, allowing only one fluke 
goal, and the L.U. defense proved 
nearly impenetrable. Supporting ac­
tors included Baron Aaron Liv­
ingston, “Doctor Love’’ Parker,
Brad “Bonehead” Graham and Hans
“Feels good to look good” Vit- 
tinghoff.
The following Wednesday the Vik­
ing bailers rolled into Ripon and 
rocked the Redmen 2-0. Browdie liv­
ed up to his all-American potential, 
scoring both goals, with assists go­
ing to Captain Eric “Rag” Westen- 
burg. Contrary to popular belief, 
Westenburg's frequent tantrums 
were not the result of a lack of 
stimulation. Dazed and confused, 
“Rag” was tattered by a new and ill- 
conceived allignment. On the return 
trip, Jim  Baraboo skillfully guided 
the Viking craft into the Hardee’s 
harbor, where team spirits took an 
upturn with the reception of free 
Smurf goblets. Westenburg, Vit- 
tinghoff and “Cool” exchanged 
libibinal phallacies throughout the 
ride home.
The Vikings vastly improved 
upon last year’s dismal record, and 
hope to be rewarded with a cor­
responding increase in funding.The 
team solved its scoring constipa­
tion, dumping a load of goals (34) in­
to opposing nets, led by Browdie’s 
21 tallies. The defense proved to be 
uncharacteristically solid, yielding 
only 11 goals and being anchored by 
“Clubber” Nicandrou. “Tino” not­
ched four shut-outs enroute to a 
stingy 1.20 G.A.A. The team looks 
forward to even greater success next 
year, as a strong group of returning 
lettermen will seek the elusive con­
ference title. Beware and thanks for
Finishing fourth and following close­
ly on Griffin’s heels was Todd Wex- 
man, his 4th place earned him the ti­
tle of All-Conference after which he 
narrowly missed in 1982. Freshman 
sensation Steve Reich placed 7 th 
overall. He not only was All- 
Conference honors, but was the top 
freshman finisher. Continuing the 
Vikings’ assault, Chris Berger 
finished 8th, seconds behind Reich. 
Finishing 9th and rounding off the 
Vikes All-Conference roster was the 
team captain Bill Thorman. Joe 
Berger, (20th), Carl Von Estorff 
(24th), and Greg Pelnar (33rd), were 
crucial contributors to the victory. 
Not only were they crucial in the vic­
tory, they finished better than two- 
thirds of the field.
The result of these outstanding 
performances were some ecstatic 
Vikings and a disappointed Cornell 
team. While Cornell came equipped 
for victory (champagne et. al.) the 
Vikes were determined to run the 
race of their lives. The harriers’ 
work was cut out for them, as the 
Cornell times were comparable if not 
better than the Vikes best. But the 
Vikings, unlike Cornell, had not
Championship form.
“counted their chickens before they 
were hatched.” They knew they had 
to run like “greased lightning” to 
win.
And they ran like greased lightn­
ing. Five of the Vikes eight runners 
posted personal bests. W ith a team 
score of 30, they handily beat 
runner-up Cornell, who had 57. The 
dream became reality, the Vikes had 
won the Midwest Conference.
Excuse me while I boot.
V olleyball
The Lawrence women’s volleyball 
season has come to an end. And, 
although the season was not suc­
cessful competitively, the team gain­
ed much knowledge and experience. 
The ten freshmen on the team con­
tributed a lot of energy and support. 
Hopefully the team will be stronger 
next season. In the meantime, a few 
words of wisdom:
Five reasons to join the Lawrence 
women’s volleyball team:
1. You will not be cut.
2. You will get the opportunity to 
explore the terrain from Sheboygan 
to Lake Forest.
3. The coach buys soda in bulk.
4. Walking fast is always an ac­
ceptable alternative to running.
5.We got brand new blue and 
white checked towels.
Five reasons to think twice before 
joining the Lawrence women’s 
volleyball team:
1. You will not know the thrill of 
victory too frequently.
2. The terrain from Sheboygan to 
Lake Forest offers very little if you 
are inside of a van.
3. They give you box lunches in­
stead of money for McDonalds.
4.Fan support is not usually 
noticeable.
5. 14 of the 15 team uniforms are 
size small.
your support. Showing the way.Moore, Muffin lead chick kickers
The LU women’s .soccer team 
traveled with Randy the bus driver 
and his classy yellow school bus to 
Marquette for the state soccer tour­
nament. Upon arrival, the sky was 
clear and the Vikes had no fear, that 
is, until they saw Marquette doing 
calisthenics on the field. The team 
roused themselves from sleeping 
and hastily downed the remaining 
donuts before rolling out of the 
bus.The LU women lost to Mar­
quette 4-0. Later in the day the 
Vikes tied Beloit 0-0. Being in fair 
spirits, the team headed for the 
nearest Italian restaurant and then 
made their way to the luxurious 
Rando lf Hotel in downtown 
Milwaukee (an old hangout for Al 
Capone and the boys from Chicago). 
After picking up their keys from the 
foreigner at the bullet-proof front 
desk, the team retired to their rooms 
complete with multiple wallpaper 
patterns, televisions, and insect col­
lections. Marquette threw a fine 
reception on Saturday evening at 
the Glocco Moora Bar (it was dif­
ficult to determine the actual name 
of the bar since someone had thrown 
a rock through the sign) and the 
Vikes spent a quiet night studying 
back at the hotel.
Sunday the spirit was with the 
Lawrence women, who rallied to 
beat Stevens Point 2-0. Kate Spath 
and Carol Arnosti hung tough in 
midfield, sending back every ball 
point put at them. Lisa Toussaint 
and Carrie Drake put the smooth
moves on the opposing team while 
relentless Heidi Sprenger and deter­
mined Katie Moore swept down the 
wings keeping the ball in LU ter­
ritory for most of the contest. Mar­
tha “ long legs” Carr, along with 
Michelle Bernardi and her amazing 
flying leaps repeatedly dashed any 
Steven’s Point breakaways. Susie 
Turner and Sharon Roeseler each 
tallied a goal while goalie Susan 
Crawford, tallied up her second 
shut-out of the tournament and 
season, a fitting end to a tough 
season. Of course celebration was in 
order, and the Arnosti family pro­
vided lasagna for just that purpose.
The season has come to a close, ex­
cept for an upcomimg spaghetti din­
ner, of course. Toni Ansems, the
country music loving coach, led the 
Lawrence women through a highly 
competitive season and helped to 
make a team of the freshman 
upstarts, returning sophomores and 
juniors, and the senior “has beens.” 
He always said “ I t ’s a beautiful day, 
we came all this way, now remember 
we are a passing team.” He even 
said it on the radio. Although the 
record ws not a winning one 
statistically, it was for teamwork 
and togetherness. As Al, a faithful 
fan and goalie coach, said, the team 
“played with a lot of heart.” As for 
our other loyal fans, we thank you 
for your support, it meant a lot to
us.
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